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Triangle Interactive Ebooks Now Available on EdTech’s Website 

Read-Along Audio Adds A New Dimension to Learning 
 
Tempe, Arizona – January 22, 2019 – A new partnership with Triangle Interactive was 
announced today by EdTech Software, the leading innovator in online ebooks. Triangle’s read-
along ebooks deliver an experience that gets kids excited about reading by providing profound, 
yet simple, support tools that help build the confidence needed to read independently. These 
books are now available for immediate download by teachers, parents, and students on the 
Triangle page on EdTech’s ShelfIt.com website. 
 
“Triangle ebooks help create confident, life-long readers, one great reading experience at a 
time. Partnering with EdTech is a natural fit” said Brett Hodus, President & Founder 
of Triangle Interactive. “Through their easy-access ebooks –available on virtually any device – 
coupled with their strong literacy background and reputation with educators, we are able to 
reach more kids and support their development as readers.” 
 
“Read-along is one of the most efficient ways for developing-readers to improve” said Peter 
Sauer, President of EdTech, “By embedding audio into their ebooks and highlighting the words 
in sync with the narrator’s voice, Triangle made stories come to life for striving readers.” 
 
Triangle Interactive ebooks can be easily downloaded by students, teachers, and parents 
anywhere in the world by going to EdTech’s ShelfIt website, and on the Triangle page. 
 
 
About EdTech Software Company: 
EdTech makes it easy and simple for schools and students to manage and access 
personalized digital content, using one platform from any device. 
 
EdTech’s cutting-edge approach to ebook implementation and its innovative online tools give 
school administrators and teachers the control they need at their fingertips. EdTech also 
provides students with access to all their content on an easy-to-use platform with a single 
login, in most cases. For more information, please visit www.EdTechSoftware.com 
 
About Triangle Interactive 
Triangle read-along eBooks deliver an experience that gets kids excited about reading. We 
accomplish this by providing profound, yet simple support tools that help build the confidence 
needed to read independently. By embedding audio into an ebook we make the story come to 
life for a striving reader. 
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